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COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

Machine language millisecond timers
for the Z-80 microprocessor

JOSEPH G. DLHOPOLSKY
St. John's University, Staten Is/and, New York

Two Z.SO machine language millisecond timers for the Model III TR8-S0 are presented and
described: MSEC DELAY TIMER and MSEC LATENCY TIMER. The latency timer may be
used with keyboard input (key release or key press) and may also be designed to respond to a
signal at one of the computer's 110 ports. The assembly language programs may be revised for
other Z.SO-based computers. Calibration procedures are described, and a sample two-field tao
chistoscope program is presented.

Experiments run on microcomputers may use an
external millisecond clock for timing stimulus exposures,
interstimulus intervals, and response latencies. Such a
hardware clock may be read through an input port or
expansion board. Grice (1981) described such a modifi
cation for the Model I TRS-80. Flowers (1982), Flowers
and Leger (1982), and Rayfield (1982) reported similar
techniques for the Apple II. Other computers-DEC's
PDP-ll (Ternes, Ehrman, & O'Brien, 1982) and the
TERAK 8510 (post & Fox, 1982)-also require external
timing hardware.

An external millisecond timer may answer timing
requirements, but a software timer would mitigate the
cost and interfacing requirements of additional equip
ment. Although Derr, Wright, and Coriell (1982) argued
that software timers create more problems than they
solve in complex programs, a software timer may be
preferred in settings in which complex stimulus-timing
sequences are not the rule or in which programmers
feel confident in exercising care in calibrating the timer.
Although interstimulus intervals and stimulus exposures
may be timed by FORjNEXT loops in BASIC programs
(Perera, 1979), the resolution is at best around 1.35 msec
in the Model III TRS·80 (Dlhopolsky, 1983). More
over, it is often necessary to calibrate a timer for each
new use because of idiosyncratic features of BASIC:
the length of the current program, the number of
variables and arrays being used in the program, the
nature of the looping variable used in the timer, and the
location of this variable in random access memory
(RAM).

Programs written in BASIC, or any other high-level
language, also suffer from their inability to synchronize
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the appearance of stimulus data in video memory with
its appearance on the screen (Dlhopolsky, 1982; lincoln
& Lane, 1980; Merikle, Cheesman, & Bray, 1982; Reed,
1979). Furthermore, when response latency is also
recorded, the timing loop must include a command
monitoring the subject's response, be it a keyboard
manipulation or an external input to one of the com
puter's I/O ports. This results in a further reduction of
resolution for BASICtimers.

Because of the problems with BASIC timers, there is
a clear need for machine language millisecond timers.
The computer executes machine language routines
with great speed: The execution time of a machine
language command may be on the order of2 to 12 micro
sec. Therefore, millisecond precision is within reach.
Such a timer may be calibrated from published informa
tion (Radio Shack, 1981; Zaks, 1980a, 1980b). Once
developed and calibrated, the timer need not be revised
and recalibrated for each new programming use, because
its accuracy depends only on the computer's system
clock frequency, not on the vagariesof BASIC.

Figure 1 contains the assembly language source code
for MSEC DELAY TIMER and MSEC LATENCY
TIMER. MSEC DELAY TIMER is a 17·byte machine
language routine beginning at hexadecimal (hex) address
FFC5 [65477 decimal (dec)]. It may be used as a
subroutine that is called whenever an interval in the
range of 1-65,536 msec must be timed. This supplements
the DELAY subroutine supplied in the Model III TRS·80
read only memory (ROM), which times up to about
1 sec, with a resolution of 14.8 microsec. MSEC LA·
TENCY TIMER is a 32·byte routine that begins at
FFD6 hex (65494 dec). It may serve as a subroutine for
timing intervals in the same range while monitoring for
the subject's response. The version in Figure 1 monitors
for any of the keyboard keys to be pressed. Modifica
tions may be made to this routine if the researcher
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;MSEC DELAY TIMER (Revision 8304.11)
;By Joseph B. Dlhopolsky, Ph.D.
;Calibrated to 2.02752 MHz clock .1212377. over error

;MSEC LATENCY TIMER (Revision 8312l4.11)
;By Joseph B. Dlhopolsky, Ph.D.
;Calibrated for 2.12l2752 MHz clock .02377. over error

KEY CALL
LD
JR
END

ORB
KBWAIT EQU

DI
LD

TIMEB LD
LOOPB DJNZ

DEC
LD
OR
JR
LD
OR
JR

EXIT LD
EI
RET

;Disable interrupts
;Delay in HL
;152 = loop constant
;1 msec = 152 loops
;7 T-state calibration
;4 T-state calibration
;1 msec off clock
;Check end of interval
;HL at 0?
;No? Time next msec
;Yes? Enable interrupts
;Return from timer

;Key I.D. routine
;Disable interrupts
;Abort latency in HL
;151 = loop constant
;Time one msec
;Take 1 msec off clock
;Keyboard address
;Check for key press
; Identify key
;Check abort interval
;HL = 0?
;No? Time mext msec
;Store HL time in RAM
;Enable interrupts
;Return from timer

;Bet key pressed
;Store ASCII code in RAM
;Boto EXIT

HL, (I2lFFFEH)
B,152
LOOPA
o

HL
A,H
L
NZ,TIMEA

I2lFFC5H

0FFD7H
121049H

HL, (I2IFFFCH)
B,151
LOOPB
HL
A, (387FH)
A
NZ,KEY
A,H
L
NZ,TIMEB
(I2IFFFAH),HL

KBWAIT
(I2IFFF9H),A
EXIT
0FFC5H

ORB
DI
LD
LD
DJNZ
OR
NOP
DEC
LD
OR
JR
EI
RET

TIMEA
LOOPA

1211211121121
12112111121
12112112121
012113121
12112114121
12112115121
12112116121
0l!1170
@12I18121
0019l!1
0021210
0l!1210
0022121
0l!1230
@024l!1
0l!1250
0026121
00270
121121280
0l!129121
1211213121121
012131121
00320
0l!1330
00340
00350
1210360
00370
00380
012139121
00400
121l!141121
00420
0121430
012144121
0045121
0121460
/!l12l4712l
004812l
00490
0051210
012l5112l
/!l12l520
@12l5312l
00540

Errors

FFEF·CD49@@
FFF2 32F9FF
FFF5 18F3
FFC5
@@@@@ Total

FFD7
@049
FFD7 F3
FFD8 2AFCFF
FFDB @697
FFDD 1121FE
FFDF 2B
FFE0 3A7F38
FFE3 B7
FFE4 2121@9
FFE6 7C
FFE7 B5
FFE8 2@Fl
FFEA 22FAFF
FFED FB
FFEE C9

FFC5
FFC5 F3
FFC6 2AFEFF
FFC9 0698
FFCB I@FE
FFCD F6@@
FFCF @@
FFD@ 2B
FFDI 7C
FFD2 B5
FFD3 2@F4
FFD5 FB
FFD6 C9

EXIT
KEY
LOOPB
TIMEB
KBWAIT
LOOPA
TIMEA

FFEA
FFEF
FFDD
FFDB
012149
FFCB
FFC9

Figure l. Source code for MSEC DELAY TIMER and MSEC LATENCY TIMER. Column I contains the memory addresses for
the routine. Column 2 contains the hexadecimal machine code. Column 3 contains the program line number. The next three columns
list the assembly language commands. The last column contains comments.

prefers a key-release response or wishes to have an ex
ternal response signal sent to one of the computer's
external input ports.

The routines may be directly used on the Modell III
TRS-80 microcomputer with 48K RAM and a system
clock frequency of 2.027252 MHz. In their present
form, they are calibrated such that 1 millisec equals
1000.2367 microsec. Since the machine language used

here is generic to the Z-80 microprocessor, the routines
may be revised and recalibrated to operate on any Z-80
based computer. Revisions, in cases in which they are
likely to be necessary, are described below.

The timers may be assembled with any editor
assembler program and stored on tape or disk. Alterna
tively, the object code may be POKEd into RAMas part
of a BASICroutine, using the short program in Figure 2.
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Note-Addresses FFF7. FFF8. FF80·FFBF. and FF40·FF7F
are used by TWO-FIELD TACHISTOSCOPE. which is described
later in the article.

188 FOR J-.HFFC5 TO .HFFF6
118 READ J8
128 POKE J,J8
138 NEXT
148 DATA 243,42,254,255,6,152,16,254,246
158 DATA 8,8,43,124,181,32,244,251,281
168 DATA 243,42,252,255,6,151,16,254
178 DATA 43,58,127,56,183,32,9,124
188 DATA 181,32,241,34,258,255,251,281
198 DATA 285,73,8,58,249,255,24,243

Figure 2. A BASIC routine that loads the object code for
MSEC DELAY TIMER and MSEC LATENCY TIMER. This
routine may be used in place of the normal editor/assembler
process.

The routines reside in high memory above 65477 dec or
FFC5 hex. So, if initializing TRS-80 BASIC, the MEM
ORY SIZE query should be answered with a figure
below this number. Otherwise, the routines will be
overwritten by string variables. This will result in the
computer's hanging up or resetting itself when the over
written machine language routine is called. Seven bytes
in high memory (FFF9-FFFF hex or 65529-65535 dec)
are also used as data buffers (Table 1).

The routines are relocatable. Users with 32K systems
should change the most significant byte (MSB) in all
addresses to BF hex. For example, FFFF and FFF9
should be BFFF and BFF9, respectively. Users with
16K systems should use 7F as the MSB: FFFF and
FFF9 become 7FFF and 7FF9.

Table 1
Data Buffers for MSECDELAY TIMER and

MSECLATENCYTIMER

is the desired delay, it has a LSB of C8 hex and an MSB
of 00 hex. Therefore, C8 would be stored in FFFE and
00 in FFFF. If the delay codes are programmed in
assembly language, this is done automatically by the
assembler. But if the routine is called from a BASIC
program, the programmer must be certain to POKE the
delay codes into the correct memory locations before
the timer is called.

To facilitate conversion of an integer to LSB,MSB
format, a short BASIC program is listed in Figure 3.
This routine takes a variable OE in the range of 0 to
65535 and returns the LSB and MSB as 10 and 11
(integer values). In addition to initializing the data
buffers, the location of machine language routines must
be defined if they are to be called from a BASIC pro
gram. In cassette-based TRS-80s, the address of a routine
is defined by POKEing the LSB and MSB of the address
in addresses 16526 and 16527, respectively. Then a
command of the form J=USR(x) calls the routine. In
TRSDOS-based disk systems, the location of a machine
language subroutine is defmed by the DEFUSRx=nn
command, where x is any digit and nn is the two-byte
memory address. The routine is then called by a com
mand of the form J=USRx(n), where n is the same
integer used in the DEFUSR command and x is a dum
my expression. Other Z-80-based computers will un
doubtedly use different methods.

The operation of MSEC DELAY TIMER is fairly
simple. Once the desired interval has been stored in the
HL register (line 160), the B register is set to the looping
variable of 152 (line 170). The DJNZ (line 180) com
mand causes a successive decrement of the B register
until it reaches O. Then HL, which counts down milli
seconds, is decremented (line 210). The LD A,H com
mand (line 220) stores the MSB of HL in the A register
for comparison with the LSB (stored in register L).
If the Hand L register both contain 0, the A register
will contain 0 after the OR L command is executed in
line 230. The JR NZ,TIMEA in line 240 means "Jump
to time the next millisecond if A does not equal zero."
If A contains 0, line 260 causes a return to the source
from which the subroutine was called (BASIC or the
parent machine language program).

A number of features in MSEC DELAY TIMER
need explanation. The DI command in line 150 causes
the computer to disable all maskable interrupts. An

Contents

LSB video synch adjustment
MSBvideo synch adjustment
ASCII code for key pressed
LSB of abort less response latency
MSB of abort less response latency
LSB of abort latency
MSBof abort latency
LSB of delay interval
MSB of delay interval
64-byte target stimulus buffer
64-byte probe stimulus buffer

DecimalAddress

FFF7 65527
FFF8 65528
FFF9 65529
FFFA 65530
FFFB 65531
FFFC 65532
FFFD 65533
FFFE 65534
FFFF 65553
FF80-FFBF 65408-65471
FF40-FF7F 65344-65407

MILLISECOND DELAY TIMING

MSEC DELAY TIMER times a millisecond by decre
menting the lo80's B register 152 times. But before
the timer is activated, the desired interval must be stored
in least significant byte,most significant byte (LSB,MSB)
format in memory addresses FFFE and FFFF hex
(65534 and 65535 dec). Note that the LSB is stored in
the lower memory address. For example, if 200 msec

liN CLS, INPUT "Ent... An integ... beb.een fiI And b5535";OE
llfi1 IF OE<fiI OR 0E>b5535 THEN IN
12fi1 IF DE>327b7 THEN II--a (b5!53b-llEl ELSE II-DE
13fi1 IfilzIIAND255
14fi1 Il-(II-Ifill/25b
l:lf11 I1-I1AND255
Ibfil PRINT"LSD -"; IfiI, "HSD -"; 11
17fi1 POKE~FFC.IfiI;' LSD of abort latency
lefil POKE&HFFFD,Il:' "58 of Abort lAtency
198 POKE~HFFFE,IfiI:' LSD of delay interval
2fi1fi1 POKE~HFFFF,Il:' HS8 of delay interval
21fi1 eOTOIN

Figure 3. A BASIC routine that converts a number in the
range of 1-65,535 into its LSB,MSB representation.
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In this equation, t is the execution time measured in
microseconds, T is the number of T-states used up by
the commands, and MHz is the frequency of the system
clock. According to this equation, a routine made up
of 100 T-states would take 49.32 micro sec to execute

interrupt is a high-priority message that causes the
microprocessor to stop what it is doing and perform
some other task.before returning to the interrupted task..
In the Model III TRS-80, the real-time clock is main
tained by interrupt processing. If the interrupts are
allowed to remain active, it will be difficult to calibrate
the timer according to the procedure described below.
Therefore, it is best to disable interrupts. Subsequently,
they must be reenabled at the end of the routine by the
EI command (line 250).

Ideally, the DI command should be executed before
the timer is called, because an interrupt could occur
before the DI instruction is executed and this would
disrupt the timing accuracy and video synchronization
(if any is used). This is no problem when all trial events
are controlled by machine language, because the DI
command can be placed at the very beginning of the
routine before any crucial timing is carried out. How
ever, if the timer is called from BASIC, it is not always
possible to assure that interrupts are disabled. A two
byte machine language subroutine (decimal codes 243
and 201, DI and RET commands) that disables inter
rupts can be called from BASIC, but some BASIC
commands, specifically CLS and PRINT commands
(but there may be others), reenable interrupts in the
normal course of their execution. All things considered,
it is not wise to bounce back and forth from BASIC
to machine language in controlling trial events.

Published T-states for Z-80 commands (Zaks, 1980a)
were used to calibrate MSEC DELAY TIMER. The T
state is one clock cycle of the computer's system clock.
The Model III TRS-80's clock operates at a frequency
of 2.02752 MHz, so one T-state is equivalent to
1/2,027,520 sec, or .4932 micro sec. Since the system
clock frequency varies from one manufacturer to another,
the T-state, rather than the microsecond, is customarily
used as the time unit for execution of Z-80 instructions.
Knowing the system clock frequency for any other Z-80
based computer, the programmer can calculate the
execution time of a routine from the T-states of the
constituent instructions.

The T-states for a selection of commands used in
MSEC DELAY TIMER and MSEC LATENCY TIMER
appear in Table 2 (Zaks, 1980a). To calibrate a timer,
the T-states for each command must be identified. Then
the T-states are summed, with care being taken to
multiply the T-states for loops by the number of times
the loop is cycled. Once the T-states are summed, the
following formula may be used to determine how long
a routine takes:

Note-Times are measured in microseconds. for 2.02752 MHz.
*each loop. **at loop end. tif A not O. ttu A = O.

on a Model III TRS-80. Alternatively, Equation 2
describes the calculation of the necessary T-states for a
desired interval:

(2)

Time

1.9728
7.8914
3.4525
6.4118
3.9457
3.4525
1.9728
2.9593
1.9728
1.9728
5.9186
3.4525
1.9728
4.9321
6.4118
7.8914
8.3846
6.4118
5.9186

4
16
7

13*
8**
7
4
6
4
4

12t
7tt
4

10
13
16
17
13
12

T-States

T =t(MHz).

Command

DI
LD HL,(OFFFEH)
LD B,152
DJNZ
DJNZ
ORO
NOP
DECHL
LDA,H
ORL
JR NZ,TIMEA
JR NZ,TIMEA
EI
RET
LD A,(387FH)
LD (OFFFAH),HL
CALL
LD (OFFF9H),A
JR EXIT

Table 2
T-States for Some of the Z-80 Assembly Language

Commands Used in MSECDELAY TIMER and
MSECLATENCYTIMER

On the Model III TRS-80, 1 msec (1,000 microsec)
requires 2,027.52 T-states. Since T-states cannot be frac
tional, 1 millisec must use either 2,028 or 2,027 T
states, corresponding to 1,000.2367 or 999.7435 micro
sec.

The DJNZ command (line 180) requires 13 T-states
to complete whenever register B is nonzero. Therefore,
152 executions of DJNZ uses up 1,976 T-states. Follow
ing this, 41 T-states are required to determine if the
interval has been completed (lines 210-240). The cum
ulative T-states now number 2,017. The OR A and
NOP commands in lines 190 and 200 are dummy com
mands that carry out no usable function other than to
take up an additional 11 T-states, for a total of 2,028.

Other commands in MSEC DELAY TIMER appear
before and after the timing section. These add an over
head to the entire routine and remain fixed regardless
of the length of the desired interval. All told, these use
up a constant 41 T-states, for a total of20.22l7 micro
sec.

MSEC DELAY TIMER will operate on any Z-80
based computer. However, in order to calibrate the timer
for another Z-80-based device, such as the Model I or
Model 4 TRS-80, the owner's manual must be consulted
for the system clock rate. Then the number of T-states
necessary to time 1 millisec can be determined from
Equation 2. MSEC DELAY TIMER may then be revised

(1)t =T/MHz.



by changing the looping constant in the B register
(line 170) or by adding or removing dummy commands.
The programmer must be careful, however, not to use a
dummy command that affects the condition of the HL
register or reenables the interrupts.

LATENCYTIMING

MSEC LATENCY TIMER operates on the same
principle as that of MSEC DELAY TIMER. The timing
section also uses 2,028 T-states, so each millisecond is
1000.2367 microsec. The major difference between
the two routines is that the microprocessor must also
monitor for the subject's response. In the listed version,
the response is a key press. However, a simple change in
one command alters the routine to monitor for a key
release. A more involved revision is necessary if the
response generates a signal that appears at one of the
computer's I/O ports. These variations will be addressed
below.

The techniques for monitoring for a key press, a key
release, and an input signal to an external port are highly
dependent on the brand of computer in use. Not all
computers have a memory-mapped keyboard like that
of the TRS-80. And if the keyboard is memory mapped,
the architecture may not be the same. Furthermore,
MSEC LATENCY TIMER uses a Radio Shack Level III
BASIC ROM routine that returns the ASCII code for a
key after it has been pressed. It is unlikely that this
routine is located in the same memory address in other
computers. Consequently, MSEC LATENCY TIMER
will require more substantial revisions for other Z-80
based computers than does MSEC DELAY TIMER.

In measuring responses and response latency, it is
wise to provide an abort latency to determine an upper
limit for the response interval. Without such a limit,
the computer would time an unpredictable interval up to
65,536 msec whenever the subject failed to respond.
An abort latency is used in MSEC LATENCY TIMER
to initialize the millisecond clock and is determined in a
manner similar to the delay interval in MSEC DELAY
TIMER. It is passed to the routine in LSB,MSB format
in addressesFFFC and FFFD hex (65532 and 65533 dec).
The value of the abort latency is decremented once for
each millisecond timed. When the resulting figure is
zero, control returns to the source from which the
timer was called.

Line 350 identifies the address for the ROM routine
(KBWAIT) that is used to identify the key pressed, as
tested by lines 410-430. Note that the KBWAIT routine
is called only after a key is pressed. At this point, the HL
register contains the decremented abort latency. Since
the KBWAIT routine does not use the HL register, this
value remains unchanged and can be stored in RAM
at a more convenient time. The KBWAIT routine will
not be used in the key-release or port-input versions.
Lines 370-460 serve the same timing purpose as the
similar lines (lines 160-240) in MSEC DELAY TIMER.
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Lines 410 and 420 check to see if a key is being pressed
after each millisecond is timed. The RAM address
387F hex (14463 dec) is one of the keyboard memory
addresses in the TRS-80 Model I and the Model III.
If any key is being depressed at the time the LD A,
(387FH) instruction is executed, the byte stored in
387F will be nonzero. This condition is checked by the
OR A command. If nonzero is signaled, the Z-80 jumps
to the KEY routine (line 510), which calls KBWAIT to
get the ASCII character of the key pressed. This code is
returned from KBWAIT in register A. Line 520 stores
the code in RAM address FFF9 hex (65559 dec). Then
control is passed to EXIT (line 470), where the decre
mented abort latency is stored in LSB,MSB format in
RAM addresses FFFA and FFFB hex (65560 and
65561 dec).

Note that MSEC LATENCY TIMER decrements
the abort latency to time response latency. If a subject
has a 250-msec reaction time and the abort latency was
2 sec, the values returned in the FFF A and FFFB hex
addresses will be 214 and 6, respectively. Multiplying the
MSB (6) by 256 and adding this value to the LSB
(214) gives 1,750 msec. When subtracted from 2,000
msec, the abort latency, this returns the actual response
latency. A short BASIC routine that carries out this
process is:

100 J=PEEK(&HFFFA)+256*PEEK(&HFFFB)
110 J = 2000-J:' 2000 is the abort latency

Note that the expressions &HFFFA and &HFFFB are
TRSDOS codes for hexadecimal values. Not all com
puters express hexadecimal numbers in this way, so their
decimal counterparts may be used (-6 and -5, respec
tively).

If the subject has not pressed a key, then the Z-80
will check to see if the abort latency has been reached.
If so, the HL register will contain a zero and this will be
tested in lines 440-460, as in the analogous portion of
MSEC DELAY TIMER. When the abort latency has been
reached, 0 is stored in both FFFA and FFFB. If the
abort latency has not been reached, then the next
millisecond is timed.

If MSEC LATENCY TIMER is to be used to test key
release, the command in line 430 should be JR Z,EXIT.
The KEY routine (lines 510-530) can be deleted. When
the subject releases a continuously depressed key,
387F will go to zero; otherwise, it will be nonzero.
Accordingly, the JR Z,EXIT command jumps to the
routine EXIT when a key is released. This command
uses the same number of T-states as the JR NZ,EXIT
command; therefore, the timing need not be recali
brated.

If MSEC LATENCY TIMER is to be used to monitor
input to one of the computer's ports, the command in
line 410 should be IN A,(n), where n is the port address.
The value at port n will be stored in the A register. With
the JR,NZ command in line 430, the timer will remain
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active as long as the port byte is O. If the researcher
wishes 0 to be the signal for a response and any non
zero byte to be the signal for no response, then the
JR,NZ command may be replaced by JR,Z.

The IN A,(n) command used 11 T-states, whereas
the LD A,(387FH) command uses 13 T-states. As a
result, the timing of one millisecond will be 999.2503
microsec, a .075% underestimation error. This may be
corrected by reducing the looping variable in line 380 to
150 and adding two OR A dummy commands (14 T
states) after line 390 to bring the number ofT-states back
up to 2,027, or 999.7435 microsec. The CALL KBWAIT
command (line 510) can be removed from the KEY
subroutine. In order to record the response-port state,
however, line 520 should be retained and edited to read
KEY LD (OFFF9H),A.

The constant-overhead T-states in MSEC LATENCY
TIMER depend on the version of the routine that is used
and also on whether a response has been made. If the
subject fails to make a response in any version-key press,
key release, or port input-45 T-states (22.1945 micro
sec) exist as overhead. In the key-press version, at least
87 T-states (42.9095 microsec) exist as overhead when
the subject responds. This does not include the T-states
entailed in the KBWAIT routine [but does include the
necessary CALL and RET (return) from the routine].
The command listing of the KBWAIT routine is proprie
tary information, so the T-states are not available. If a
key-release response is made, then there are 35 T-states
(17.2625 microsec) as overhead. When a response is
detected in the port-input version, 40 T-states will exist
as overhead (19.7285 microsec). The overhead times
will be constant regardless of the subject's response
latency. Since they are only a small fraction of a milli
second, they can be considered transparent. The only
time they may be a concern is if subsequent stimuli are
to be displayed in the trial. In this case, the overhead
times can be eliminated during video synchronization
waits.

An important point regarding overhead is that addi
tional time will be taken if the routines are called from
BASIC. In addition to POKEing interval parameters and
routine starting addresses, a USR call/return takes about
4 msec (Model III TRS-80) beyond the actual execution
time of the machine language routine (Dlhopolsky,
1983). Because of this, it is recommended that all trial
events be operated throughout by machine language.
Moreover, it is often desirable to synchronize stimulus
displays with the CRT's electron beam (Dlhopolsky,
1982), which requires a machine language routine.
Thus, all things considered, video synchronization,
stimulus display, interval timing, and response record
ing should all be under machine language control.

A TWO-FIELD TACHISTOSCOPE

Figures 4 and 5 list the source code for a BASIC/
machine language hybrid program that demonstrates a
use of the millisecond timers. The program is designed

and calibrated for a 48K Model III TRS-80, using the
TRSDOS 1.3 disk-operating system. For computers
with 16K or 32K RAM, the MSB of RAM addresses can
be converted as previously described. Non-TRSDOS
users may have to make some changes to the BASIC
section, particularly in the representation of hexadeci
mal values. Any editor-assembler can assemble the
machine language section from the source code in
Figure 5. Care should be taken to be sure that the
resulting machine code disk me is compatible with the
disk-operating system used to load the BASIC section.
The me name used here for the machine language sec
tion is TSCOPE/CMD. Alternatively, the short BASIC
program in Figure 6 loads the codes for the machine
language section into memory directly from BASIC.
Regardless of which method is used to load the machine
language section, high memory must be reserved to
protect the section from being overwritten by string data.

The BASIC section has the user select timing param
eters and stimuli, which are then formatted and stored in
the data buffers (Table 1). The machine language section
is then called to display the target stimulus for the
designated interval, which is timed by a version of
MSEC DELAY TIMER. Then a probe stimulus is dis
played and remains on the screen until a key is pressed
or the abort interval is reached. The target and probe
stimuli can be up to 64 characters long and are dis
played on the video screen in the center of the sixth
screen line. When the machine language routine is
completed, control returns to the BASIC section that
displays the key pressed and the response latency, if
any. For simplicity, the probe stimulus remains on the
screen until a key is pressed. However, the program may
be modified to control stimulus exposure by calling
either MSEC DELAY TIMER or MSEC LATENCY
TIMER (if the exposure exceeds the fastest subject's
reaction time) to time the stimulus exposure. Then the
stimulus can be erased or masked, and the abort latency
can be timed. This modification will not be addressed
here. A detailed description of the program follows.

In the BASIC program, line 100 initializes the pro
gram by calling line 9300. The subroutine starting there
defines variable ranges as strings (A.H), integers (I.N),
and double precision (X-Z) (O-W are single precision by
default), loads the machine language routine and identi
fies its starting address, and POKEs the MSB of the video
synchronization timing adjustment. The LSB of this
adjustment depends on the target-stimulus exposure that
is selected and will be described below; the MSB remains
unchanged, regardless of the adjustment. lines 110·170
ask the user to define the abort latency and target
stimulus exposure. The entered values are converted to
their LSB,MSB representation and stored in the data
buffers. Note that the target-stimulus exposure must
be a multiple of 16.7 rnsec because of the CRT scan
frequency, so any value entered is adjusted to the
nearest valid integer. Since MSEC DELAY TIMER times
in milliseconds, and since the stimulus exposure may be
off by as much as ±.333 rnsec because ofscreen scanning,
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u, ' TWO-FIELD TACHISTOSCOPE DEt1ONSTRATIl:»I
48-KB Model I I I TRS-SO, TRSDOS 1.3
By Joseph S. Dlhopolsky, Ph.D.

188 CLS:CLEAR588:GOSUB9388
118 INPUT"Ent.,. abort latency Clll.~) I".PA
113 IFPA<lTHENPA=l: •Checks for 8 input
121 0E-PA:BOSUB98S8:·8et. LSB,MSB component.
138 POKE&HFFFC,18:POkE~FFD,ll:'POkE.into .bort latency buff.,.
14fJ INPUT"Ent.r tarv.t .timulu••xpo.ur. C"~)I";OE

158 OA-OE/stI'3: BOSUB9fJ88: 0A-OA.stI/3: PII-OA:6OSUB988fJ: DE-OA: ' Rounds to n.ar-_t int
.g.r multiple of 16.7 m.ec
152 IFOE<17THENOE-17:PfJ-16.7:'Check. for 8 input
155 PRINTTAB(5)"C Rounded to";OE;")H
157 IFP8-DE>8THENPOKE&HFFF7,211:'Adiusting vid sync delay for 333 u.~ error
168 IFPS-0E<8THENPOKEIcHFFF7, 166: 'Same as line 157
165 SOSUB9858:'Sets LSB,MSB co~onents

178 POKEIcHFFFE, IfJ:POKEIcHFFFF, Il:'POKEs into t.rvet .timulu••xposur. buffer
188 INPUT"Enter target stimulus:";BA
19fJ Be-STRING.C (64-LEN(BA»/2, 128)+BA:BA=B0+STRING.(64-LENCBfJ), 128):'Center. t.r
get stimulus in blanks
288 FORJ-1TOLEN(BA):POKE&HFF3F+J,ASC(MIDS(BA,J,1»:NEXT:'POKE. tar-vet .ti.ulus i
n screen buffer
218 INPUT"Enter probe stimulusl";BB
221 B8-STRI NG.( (64-LEN(BB» 12, 128) +BB:BB-B0+STRINB.C64-LEN(BfJ), 128) I •Center. pro
be .timulus in blanks
238 FORJ=lTOLEN(BB):POKE&HFF7F+J,ASCCMID.(BB,J,1»:NEXT:'POKE. probe .ti.ulu. in
screen buffer

248 PRINT:PRINT"Press .ny key to begin. ":SOSUB9188
258 IFPEEKCIcH387F)>8THEN2S8:'Waits for key rele.se
268 CLS:FORJ-1TOI481:NEXT:'2 second p.use
278 J=USR(8):·Call. machin. language routine
288 BC-CHR.(PEEK(IcHFFF9»I'Bets key pr....d
298 PRINT"K.y pr••sed: ".:IFBC-....THENPRINT..Non.".ELSEPRINTSC.
295 PRINT" (ASCII Cod.: "; PEEK Uld-F'FF9) ; ")"
388 PfJ-PEEK (IcHFFFA)+2S6.PEEK CIcHFFFB) : 'Convert. r.spon.. latency frDII LSB,I18B rep
r •••nt.tion
318 PRINT"R.spon•• 1.tencY:"I: IFP8-8TI£NPRINT" No respon.."ELSEPRINTPA-N, "-.c"
321 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"Select option:":PRINT
338 PRINTTABCS)"U) New abort latency."
348 PRINTTAB(S) "(2) New tarvet .xpo.ur ..
3SfJ PRINTTABCS)" (3) New target .ti-..lu ..
368 PRINTTABCS)"C4) New probe .timulu•• H
365 PRINTTAB(5)"(5) Rep••t the l ••t trial."
366 PRINTTAB(S)" (6) Stop."
37fJ SOSUB9188:JfJ-VALCA):IFJfJ<lORJfJ>6THEN37fJ
375 BC-'"':POKEIcHFFF7, 188:' Initializ. for n.xt trial
38fJ CLS:ONJfJBOTOllfJ, 14fJ, 18fJ,21fJ.24fJICLS:ENI>
9fJ88 IFOA-INT(OA)(.49999THENOA-INTCOA)ELSEOA-INT(0A+l):·Roundinv routine
981fJ RETURN
9fJS8 IFOE>32767Tt£NII--U (6SS36-oE) ELSEII-<E: ' LSB.I18B conver.ion
9fJSS IfJ-IIAND2SS:II-CII-IfJ)/2S6:Il-I1AND2SS
9868 RETURN
9188 POKEI6428.fJIPOKEI64t1J9.1:A-INKEY.:· ...it. for user key pr_.
9118 A-INKEV.:IFA-H"TI£N911fJELSERETlJRN
93fJ8 DEFSTRA-H:DEFINTI-NIDEFDBLX-ZI'PrOVr_ initialization
93fJS DEFUSRfJ-IcHFECfJICMD"L"."TSCOPE/CMD":'Load...chin. lanvuAQ. routine
931fJ POKE~8.1:POKE~8,188:·MSB of video .ynchronization d.lay
9398 RETURN

Figure 4. The BASIC section of lWO·FIELD TACHISTOSCOPE.
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l.tency

,Wait far RTC int

,~in ti.in~

,RT in FlAK
,ASCII cod. of
IEr._scr.....

FFfJ6 2AFEFF
FF8B 11698
FF8Il UIFE
FFIIF F6H
FFll ..
FF12 2B
FF13 7C
FF14 B:5
FF1528F4
FF17 C9

FEC8 F3
FECI 21CBFE
FEC4 224748
FEC7 FB
FEC876
FEC9 FB
FECA C9

FECB F3
FECC 2148FF
FECF 114113D
FED2 8148H
FED5 EDn
FED7 CDfIBFF

..138 ,TNO-FIELD TACHISTOSCOf'E

..148 ,By .T...-ph 13. Dlhapolsky. Ph.D•

..1511 ,Revi.-.I ~_r.s

..16e ,

..178 0Fl8 FEC80I
...1. DELAY ESlU M680I ,usee: del.y FlDf'I
"1'"' KBNAIT ESlU 1N4'9H ,K-V I.D...auune
..288 , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1118218 " Rev.ct.". ....1 tl._ clack I.nt.....upt far •
..228 " vl.d.a synch..oniz.tion •
H238 , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1118248 DI ,DhabI. I.nt...rupts
H25fI LD .... STAAT ,T-.c:ap. rautl.n••dd.....
H26e LD (4M7HI.1I..
..278 EI
H28fJ HALT
..298 EI
H388 RET ,Return to BASIC
88318 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
88328 I' Tr.n.fer t.r~.t buff... to .creen • ti_ expasur. •
88338 I' upon v..-Ue.l .yne si~n.l fr... RTC int...rupt •
88348 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
..3SlIII STAAT DI ,DhabI. int...rupt.
H368 LD .....F48H ,Start of tar~et buff...
fJfJ378 LD DE. 3D4ll1H I Screen FlAK
883. LD Be. 64 ,Byt•• to tran.f...
H39II LDIR 'SO!
1N4.. CALL TIItERA ,Ti_ expasur.
8M18 , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
H428 " T....n.f... prob. buff.,. to .creen FlAK. _it f.". CRT •
..438 I' be.. to ....ch lin.. 6. call l.tency ti-.-, •
H448 " .nd .anitar k.y p..... •
..451 I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

FEDA 218fJFF 8M6e LD .... FFBflH ,Start of prob. buff...
FEDD 11483D 88478 LD DE.3D4ll1H ,Screen FlAK
FEE8 8148H 8M. LD Be. 64 ,Byt.. to t ...an.f...
FEE3 EDn 8M'"' LDIR 'SO!
FEe5 ED4BF7FF H5fIe LD Be. (.FF7HI ,Wait for vid .ync
FEE9 CD6ee8 8'-518 CALL DE:.LAY
FEEC CD1BFF 8'-528 CALL TIttEFlB
FEEF 22FAFF 8r.538 EXIT LD (tlFFFAHI ....
FEF2 32F9FF er.s48 LD (FFF9H1 • A
FEFS 1114_ IIr.55fI LD BC,64
FEF8 21483D IIr.56e LD 1I...3D48H
FEFB 36BII 8'-578 EFlASE LD ("'1.128
FEFD 23 IIr.58fJ INC ...
FEFE 1FB 8'-5'"' D.TNZ EFlASE
FF" 21~ H6H LD .... 352'9H
FFII3 2247411 l1li6111 LD (4M7HI. II..
FFII6 ED4D l1li628 FlETI ,Return fr... int...rupt

l1li638 , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
H64II " .OULLI8ECOND DELAY TIttER •
..6511 , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
IIII66e TI!'lEIlA LD HL. (FFFEHI ,Del.y in II..
l1li67. I'I9ECA LD 8.152 ,152 • loop con.tant
H68fJ LDOPA DJNZ LOOPA 11 -.c: • 1:52 loop.
l1li6'"' DR II ,7 T-.t.te c.lib tian
l1li7.. HOP ,4 T-.t.t. c.lib tian
l1li7111 DEC'" 11 ...., off clock
H728 LD A.H ,Check end of int...v.l
H738 DFl L ,... .t 8?
l1li748 JR NZ.I'I9ECA ,No? Ti_ next -.c:
l1li7511 RET ,Return fr... ti-.-
111176e , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
l1li778 " "ILLISECDHD LATENCY TIItER (k.y pr... v....ionl •
H78fJ , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••, •••••••••••
l1li7'"' TIItEFlB LD .... (tlFFFCHI ,Abart l.tency in II..
.... I'I9ECB LD 8.151 ,151 • loop con.tant
..18 LOOPB D.TNZ LOOPB ,Ti_ on. -.c:
IMB2fI DEC'" ,T.k. 1 -.c: off clack
.-:se LD A. (3B7FHI 'K-vbaa..d .dd .
..... DR A ,Check far k-V p .
..e5fI .TP NZ.KBNAIT ,Identify k-V
..e6e LD A.H ,Check abart int...v.l
..78 DFl L , .... 8?
..... JR HZ.I'I9ECB ,No? Ti_ t onec
...,. RET ,Retu.. n f ti-.-
IIII9H END FEC80I

En-ara

FEce
IJII68
8M9

FF18 2AFCFF
FF1B 8697
FF1D lfJFE
FF1F 2B
FF28 3A7F3B
FF23 B7
FF24 C249M
FF277C
FF2B lIS
FF29 28F8
FF2B C9
FEce
..... Tot.l

LOOPB FF1D
I'I9ECB FF 1B
LOOPA FFIID
~ FFO
ERASE FEFB
EXIT FEEF
TIItEFlB FF 18
TIItERA FFlNI
STAAT FECB
KBNAIT 1N49
DELAY H6e

Figure S. The machine language section of TWO-FIELD TACHISTOSCOPE.



100 FOR J=&HFEC0 TO &HFF2B
110 READ J0
120 POKE J,J0
130 NEXT
140 DATA 243,33,203,254,34,71,64,251
150 DATA 118,251,201,243,33,64,255,17
160 DATA 64,61,1,64,0,237,176,205
170 DATA 8,255,33,128,255,17,64,61
180 DATA 1,64,0,237,176,237,75,247
190 DATA 255,205,96,0,205,24,255,34
200 DATA 250,255,50,249,255,1,64,0
210 DATA 33,64,61,54,128,35,16,251
220 DATA 33,41,53,34,71,64,237,77
230 DATA 42,254,255,6,152,16,254,246
240 DATA 0,0,43,124,181,32,244,201
250 DATA 42,252,255,6,151,16,254,43
260 DATA 58,127,56,183,194,73,0,124
270 DATA 181,32,240,201

Figure 6. A BASIC routine that loads into memory the object
code of the machine language section of TWO-FIELD TACHIS
TOSCOPE. This routine may be used in place of the normal
editor/assembler process.

a video synchronization adjustment sometimes must
be made. The LSB,MSB values for this adjustment are
POKEd into memory locations FFF7 and FFF8. FFF8
was initialized in line 9310; FFF7 receives its value in
lines 157-160.

The machine language routine is keyed to begin when
a vertical synch pulse is detected. This pulse occurs
8.0 msec before the electron beam approaches the
stimulus display on the sixth screen line. During this
interval, all the timer and display T-state-overhead and
video-synchronization adjustments are made. As a result,
the latency timer begins within microseconds of the
actual stimulus appearance. A more detailed description
of this video synchronization technique appears in
Dlhopolsky (1982).

Lines 180-230 of the BASIC section have the user
enter the target and probe stimuli, which are then
centered in the data buffers. Lines 240-250 ask the user
to press any key to begin the trial. When the key is
released, a 2-sec delay occurs (line 260), and the ma
chine language routine is called (line 270). After the
trial has ended, the response data are displayed on the
screen in a straightforward manner.

A description of the machine languagesection follows.
Lines 180-190 identify the addresses of two Radio
Shack Level III BASIC ROM routines that are used by
the program. KBWAIT is used to identify the key
pressed. DELAY is used to delay the start of MSEC
LATENCY TIMER until the CRT's electron beam is
about to scan the stimulus display line. Lines 240-280
revector the real-time clock interrupt, which operates
off the video vertical synch pulse (Dlhopolsky, 1982).
The next interrupt to occur starts the execution of the
main portion of the routine at line 350. At this point,
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the location of the video electron beam is known and
can be synchronized with the latency timer.

In line 350, maskable interrupts are disabled for the
remainder of the routine. Then the target stimulus
buffer is transferred to the video RAM for the sixth
screen line and MSEC DELAY TIMER is called. After
the programmed interval, the probe buffer is transferred
to video RAM (lines 460-490), but the stimulus will
not immediately appear because the electron beam is
pointing elsewhere at this instant. Lines 500-510 arrange
for the proper interval to pass (adjusted for all Tvstate
overhead and video-synchronization requirements) so
that MSEC LATENCY TIMER is called when the elec
tron beam is aimed at the proper location for the stim
ulus to appear on the screen. When a response is made or
the abort latency is reached, data are stored in the
buffers, the real-time clock interrupt is returned to
normal, control returns from the interrupt-processing
routine to line 290, and line 300 returns control to the
BASIC section.

The BASICsection ofTWO-FIELD TACHISTOSCOPE
may be made part of a larger BASIC program by any
programmer familiar with BASIC.TRSDOS conventions
may have to be changed if the program is not used with
this operating system. The machine language section
requires no modification as long as it is run on a 48K
Model III TRS-80 or on a Model 4 operating in the
Model III mode. The video synchronization technique
will not work on a Model I TRS-80 (see Grice, 1981,
for a solution). Other lo80-based computers mayor may
not have a software solution to the video synchroniza
tion problem.

It is apparent that machine language control over
trial events provides acceptable precision for a wide
variety of experiments. There is no compelling reason
for experimental psychologists to resist assembly lan
guage programming; it is not all that difficult, requiring
mostly attention to detail. By way of example, both the
BASIC and machine language sections of TWO-FIELD
TACHISTOSCOPE were designed, coded, calibrated, and
tested in less than 1 week. A more complex program
would take longer, but would not involve breaking new
conceptual ground.
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